04.06.2013

08:30-09:30  Breakfast, Registration of participants
09:30-10:30  Official part of the Meeting
             (Radisson Royal Hotel Moscow, Summer Meeting Room):
1. Opening speech and brief presentation of IPLOCA by Juan Arzuaga,
   Executive Secretary, IPLOCA.
2. Welcome speech by Kaan Dogan, Director for Europe Eastern, IPLOCA.
   Bogdan Budzulyak, President of NP «SO AGOC» (Noncommercial Partnership “Self-
   regulated organization Association of gas and oil complex builders”),
4. Presentation by Victor Lorents, President, Russian Oil and Gas Contractors Union,

10:30-11:00  Coffee break
11:00-12:30  Official part of the Meeting (continuation)
             (Radisson Royal Hotel Moscow, Summer Meeting Room):
1. Paper (to be confirmed): Implementation of the Projects for Oil and Gas Facilities
   Construction by OAO GAZPROM
2. Paper (to be confirmed): Pre-qualification of Contractors for Execution of Projects
   by JSC «NOVATEK»
3. Paper: Kirinskoye Gas Condensate Field Infrastructure Development by
   Anton Histyaev, Deputy General Director, Mezhregiontruboprovodstroy JSC

12:30-14:00  Lunch
15:00-18:00  Excursion around Moscow Kremlin territory, including visit to the Cathedral of the
             Dormition, the Cathedral of the Archangel, the Kremlin Armoury Chamber and the
             Diamond Fund
19:00-22:00  Dinner by invitation of LLC «STROYGAZMONTAZH»
             • Welcome speech by Ruslan Goryukhin, Chief Executive Officer,
             LLC «STROYGAZMONTAZH»
05.06.2013

08:30–09:30  Breakfast, Registration of participants
09:30–10:30  Official part of the Meeting. New Technologies
             (Radisson Royal Hotel Moscow, Summer Meeting Room)

1. Paper: SRO: Regulation of Construction in Russian Oil and Gas Industry by
   Alexander Apostolov, General Director, NP «SO AGOC»

2. Master's thesis: The Calculation of Deflected Mode of Heavy-wall Pipes on the
   Example of Bovanenkovo-Ukhta Gas Pipeline by Kemran Imanov, Gubkin Russian
   State University of Oil and Gas

   Pipeline Welding by Peter Piskorskiy, Research Scientist of the Laboratory for New
   Welding Techniques and Materials, Argus Pipeline Service JSC

10:30–11:00  Coffee break
11:00–12:30  Official part of the Meeting (continuation)
             (Radisson Royal Hotel Moscow, Summer Meeting Room):

1. Presentation by Andrea Trevisanello, Technical Director, Goriziane Group SPA

2. Master's thesis: Optimum Design Definition of LNG Storage Tank Regarding Arctic
   Construction Conditions by Asya Shamukaeva, Gubkin Russian State University of
   Oil and Gas

3. Paper by LLC «STROYGAZMONTAZH»

12:30–14:00  Lunch
16:00–21:00  Moscow River Sightseeing Tour and Dinner (Radisson Royal Cruise Boat)

*Papers mentioned in Agenda can subject to changes*